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Please note: this is but a demo of Arkham Archives Chapter III.
You will play the opening part of King's adventure. This charac‐
ter, to proceed, will have three important resources at his dispo‐
sal:

RESOLVE
This asset represents King's determination and his ability to
handle mental stress. You will use it for concentration and intel‐
ligence tests. Prepare the figures of the deck (Aces, Jacks, Queens,
Kings and the two Jokers) and place them in a separate deck, to
be inserted in the space indicated on the board. When the story
asks you, draw the indicated number of cards, compare the result
and go to the indicated chapter.

PHYSICAL INTEGRITY
King is in a very "particular" physical state and has no health. He
owns integrity instead. This characteristic is indicated by the
number cards: take all the leftover cards from the previous deck
and place them on the board. If you are hit, the story will tell you
to discard a certain number of card, proportional to the damage
you got. If you lose your entire integrity deck, you will be annihi‐
lated, and will need to start the adventure from Chapter K1.

AMMUNITION
King will use a variety of weapons throughout the game, which
you will need to discover and maintain. In addition to weapons,
you will have ammo, which will increase (if you find any) and
decrease (if you decide to spend it). Ammo increases your chan‐
ces of winning battles and of course your chances of survival.
Whenever possible, you can spend bullets by following the
story's instructions. By exploring the areas of the book, you will
be able to find ammo to pick: in that case, take the tokens and
place them on the board where indicated.
Have fun and… take it easy on the ammo. You will need it!

The horror in the laboratory has never left your mind.
You dream of that unworldly creature, with its goat traits and its
slimy tentacles, every time you close your eyes. Day after day,
sleepiness fogs your conscience.
Just like the time you possessed the mind of your grandfather, a
name is fixed in your subconscious: Robert Lake. Who is he?
Why is he important enough to be marked with fire in your
dreams?
As your story goes by, the riddle becomes more complex, and
your sanity starts to crack. You decide to act and start your re‐
search again. Just like your stubbornness made it possible for you
to find out about Queen, alias Emily, it will help you trace Robert
Lake back.

Three weeks pass by through internet, sleepless nights and Ar‐
kham’s public library. In the end, you find a trace in the old archi‐
ves full of the newspaper you started to flip through pushed by
mere desperation.
But the story unfolding before your eyes is too unbelievable to be
the truth. And if it was, it would mean that the laboratory horror
is just the beginning of the end for your species.
You decide to move quickly towards the place you are sure you’ll
find Mr. Lake, alias… King.

Night has taken over already, but you just will not give up. You
turn on your phone’s flashlight as you nervously search through
cold marble. Eventually, with a strange feeling of joy and terror,
you find what you were looking for.

The gravestone says:
Robert Lake
10.21.1951
05.16.1984

Newspapers were right, but the journalists couldn’t see but the tip
of the iceberg. There is only one way to reach the truth. Not wi‐
thout hesitating, you open your backpack, pick the Ouija table,
and start preparing the cards.
“See you soon… King in Yellow”

START YOUR QUEST

K1
wake up.
You perceive a dim light through your eyebrows. Your eyes struggle to
open. Your limbs are numb and tired. You cannot move for the life of
you.
wake up.
You can distinguish some shadows. Reflections, shapes. Where are you?
This is not your home. This chair is not yours – this one is made of wood
and metal. And it has leather straps. A restraint chair. You ache all over.
wake up.
You breathe, breathe, and breathe again… Your muscles tense up, very
slowly. You sit up, but you feel completely sore.
Your hands slip over your facial skin. Why is your head shaved…?
Who is this person?
Why does he back off?
And why is he so scared?
kill. �K66

K2
You leave stains of blood with each step you take on the grit floor, while
you move away from the room you woke up in. The windows, with their
dirty, milky glasses, show some evidence that you are roaming the ground
floor. The rooms dedicated to the sick, or better, to the prisoners, line up
along the entire hallway. They all look identical, except for the nametags
placed next to each door.
Palmer. Jack.
You nod as the voice reminds you of your target. You make your way
through the rows of doors, slowly. A cacophonic choir of groans, moans,
screams and cries walks with you. You read the metallic tags in passing,
without stopping your advance.
Richards, Amanda.
Harry, Michael.
Lake, Robert.
Palmer. Jack
Palmer. Jack.

The whispers cause a triumph of screams that resonate along the entire
hallway. You hand snaps toward the door. You feel permeated by an un‐
natural rage.
Open the door. �K16

K3
You don’t care to take a second look to the corpses as you exit the staff
area. Nor you do care of looking at the desk. What you really care for is
finding a master key. You climb the stairs, until you reach a hall where a
series of marble busts is showcased.
A small sign on the wall guides you toward your direction. You see the
door you were looking for. On the glass, small black letters write the
name of the director. You suppose it’s the scary man who looks at you af‐
ter he got out of his office.
He doesn’t look very good. He’s an obese man, with distant, ludicrous
eyes. His neck, wide and fat, shows more than one crack. He sort of looks
like a big, fat fish.
kill.
You shrug, ignoring his frightened moans. Though, he’s too far away for
you to reach. What’s more is that the coward has already started running
away from you. You can only spend a bullet. �K6

K4
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If its suit is Spades, or of it is a Joker, �K59
If it’s a Red card, �K56
If its suit is Clubs, �K44

K5
You are enthusiastic about blowing up the director’s cold fish head.
Around your finger, you see then spin movement of the ring of the set of
keys you just picked up from his fat, flaccid body. Your turn around be‐
fore venturing back in the prison area. The corpse has oddly melted, and
it is now pouring down from the handrail of the staircase. You shrug and
go back to what you were doing. The woman is gone, you assume she ran
away from the main door, which is now open. You see only a dark mist
outside.
You stop in front of Jack Palmer’s cell. You start searching for the key,
trying all of them one by one. �K67

K6
You walk past the director’s corpse. He looks much better now that his
facial features are unrecognizable. The sensation of warmth caused by
your bare feet meeting the freshly spilled blood is priceless.
The office around you seems to belong (belonged, now) to a very wealthy
white collar. You couldn’t care less about the lockers full of folders, in‐
dexed by letter, which probably contain shallow considerations about the
local patients. The desk is almost entirely occupied by a small television.
Only now you notice that it’s turned on, even if volume is muted. It
must be a movie you never saw before. A young man stabs a woman with
a knife and gets out of her home. What a dumb thing, you think, as you
look away.
You open the first drawer. What an unexpected find: the fat man was
hiding a gun of his own. Inside it, you find two bullets of the same caliber
as the gun you have with you. Beside the revolver, a set of keys. You pick
it up.
Palmer. Jack. kill.
You nod, and retrace your steps toward the detention area you woke up
in. �K67

K7
Your aim is deadly. With just one shot, both your foes fall to the ground,
almost instantly, before your eyes. The bullet strikes through the neck of
the first target and ends its run in the chest of the second one. You step

closer to the bodies, in order to make sure they are neutralized. No move‐
ment can be perceived from them. You make sure the gun is ready to fire
again and exit the staff area.
Again, you step through the service door. A quick glimpse to the recep‐
tion allows you to see that the woman is still on the ground. You now
move towards the stairs. Your attention focuses immediately on the fat
figure that was climbing down the stairs in that very moment. An obese
man, with wide set eyes.
kill.
<<With pleasure.>>, you answer. The fat fish, however, is out of your
reach and panicking. He turns his back to you and starts running away. It
seems like you won’t get any blood on your hands this time. You can
only spend a bullet. �K21

K8
Massaging your knuckles, still reddened for the fight, you get to the end
of the hallway. Immediately, your attention goes to one of the doors,
which is very different from the other two. It’s made of steel bars instead
of wood, just like a prison door. You see tons of equipment here: uni‐
forms, amphibian boots, torchlights, nightsticks. Most of this stuff must
still be valid, if someone took the trouble of having it locked up.
You are searching for something specific. And a smile pops on your face,
as soon as you find it: a metal glow in one of the closets.

Impatient, you turn the guards’ key in the hole, cross the threshold and
hold your hand toward the closet.
weapon. take.
Pick up the weapon. �K105

K9
You decide to explore the upper floor. If you really are in a sanitarium,
the offices should be there, and hopefully the keys you are looking for,
too. You climb the stairs. The upper floor is much better adorned than
the medical areas. The stairs lead you to a landing where several marble
busts are displayed. You can’t tell who they are, however.
Some small metal plates distinguish the three corridors that start from
this room. “Archive”, “Interview Area”… “Direction”.
You ignore the first two ones and decide to dwell into the last one.
Explore the hallway. �K83

K11
The figure, horrifying in its lack of lineaments, is taken aback and falls.
However, due to the chaos of the fight, its weight falls on you, and drags
you to the floor.

Discard 2 body cards.
You are forced to respond accordingly. You somehow manage to keep
your balance for a split second, enough to land above your enemy. You
plant your knees to the ground and keep your torso up. And then, you
make your fists rain on the figure’s faceless head. The strikes are so heavy
that your own knuckles start bleeding.
Before your enemy finds time to respond, your hands stop, only to snap
again, this time to grab his head.
His arms will never reach your face. You let your brute force take over,
smashing the head of that man on the floor, repeatedly. You don’t stop
when his hand hits your shoulder. You don’t stop even when it falls on
the ground. You only stop when the floor is stained with blood and bone
fragments.
go.
The voice calls you to your duty. You stand up without arguing, leaving
the corpse behind you. �K2

K12
The knob of this door clicks with a simple twist. You turn your head to‐
wards the desk in the hall. The body of the woman is still visible on the
ground. You cross the threshold and let the door slip slowly behind you.
Closing it completely would mean making additional noise, so you de‐
cide not to.

In front of you, a hallway shows a total of four doors. You get close to the
first one, and stop just before going any further. You hear voices, and the
noise of a vending machine. It must be a sort of recreation room for em‐
ployees.
Eavesdrop on the conversation. �K57

K13
Your aim is deadly. With just one shot, both your foes fall to the ground,
almost instantly, before your eyes. The bullet strikes through the neck of
the first target and ends its run in the chest of the second one. You step
closer to the bodies, in order to make sure they are neutralized. No move‐
ment can be perceived from them. You make sure the gun is ready to fire
again and exit the staff area.
Again, you step through the service door. A quick glimpse to the recep‐
tion allows you to see that the woman is still on the ground. You now
move towards the stairs. Your attention focuses immediately on the fat
figure that was climbing down the stairs in that very moment. An obese
man, with wide set eyes.
kill.
<<With pleasure.>>, you answer. The fat fish, however, is out of your
reach and panicking. He turns his back to you and starts running away. It
seems like you won’t get any blood on your hands this time. You can
only spend a bullet. �K21

K14
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If its suit is Spades, or if it is a Joker, �K22
If it is a Red card, �K81
If its suit is Clubs, �K106

K16
The doorknob stays still. The door is locked. The hinges show no sign of
movement.
You try to give it a couple of tugs, annoyed and frustrated. You look in‐
side the room to make sure he is still there. A disgusting vision welcomes
you.
You assume that the little man curled up in the corner of the room is
more than a common patient. An endless whisper runs in your ears. A
whisper that starts to carve your vision, just like it was providing you
with a more detailed, sharper sight, way better than your previous one at
grasping details. The room is filling with a blackish material, covering the
walls and the floor. You perceive a hum, as larvae come out from the
bizarre material.

Again, a choir of moans.
key. find.
Again you nod, this time almost absent-mindedly, as you get away from
the door. �K93

K17
Your aim is deadly. With just one shot, both your foes fall to the ground,
almost instantly, before your eyes. The bullet strikes through the neck of
the first target and ends its run in the chest of the second one. You step
closer to the bodies, in order to make sure they are neutralized. No move‐
ment can be perceived from them. You make sure the gun is ready to fire
again and exit the staff area.
Again, you step through the service door. A quick glimpse to the recep‐
tion allows you to see that the woman is still on the ground. You now
move towards the stairs. Your attention focuses immediately on the fat
figure that was climbing down the stairs in that very moment. An obese
man, with wide set eyes.
kill.
<<With pleasure.>>, you answer. The fat fish, however, is out of your
reach and panicking. He turns his back to you and starts running away. It
seems like you won’t get any blood on your hands this time. You can
only spend a bullet. �K5

K19
You lose control of your arm just before pulling the trigger. You do not
understand. Why couldn’t you take aim? You feel pervaded by worries
and frustration.
fight.
You gnaw your teeth with anger as the two men move towards you. You
have no intention of letting them leave here alive.
Choose:
Fire again (Spend a bullet). �K89
Assault them. �K24

K21
You are enthusiastic about blowing up the director’s cold fish head.
Around your finger, you see then spin movement of the ring of the set of
keys you just picked up from his fat, flaccid body. Your turn around be‐
fore venturing back in the prison area. The corpse has oddly melted, and
it is now pouring down from the handrail of the staircase. You shrug and
go back to what you were doing.
You stop in front of Jack Palmer’s cell. You start searching for the key,
trying all of them one by one. �K67

K22
The gun fires, and that is enough to let you understand it’s clearly not
owned by an expert shooter. A mere sidestep was enough to force the fat
man miss his shot. You rush against him, climbing over the desk and
throwing all the knick knacks on it to the floor. Once you wrested the
gun from his hands, you knock him off with a strong punch to the stom‐
ach.
You silence his mouth with a hand; the other one pulls the cane against
his chest. His moans lower in intensity; the sorry bastard must be think‐
ing you are merely threatening him. You pull the trigger. Missing his
heart was impossible. The lead crosses the suit, the shirt and the bones.
The wall behind the director’s back is now full of blood.
You make the fat man slip down, breathing heavily. You can finally in‐
spect the room now. �K82

K24
You wait for the two bastards to swing first. One of them eventually
does. You don’t even give him time to raise his fist. A violent kick hits his
stomach, blocking his assault. While he’s bent over for the pain, you hit
his temple with the pistol grip, letting him hit the ground on your left.
The second aggressor kicks your hand, disarming you of the pistol. A
pity: he’s in for a world of pain now. Before being hit, you grab his face‐
less head with your hands. You let your nails sink in his flesh, where the
mouth should be. You’re pushed off balance, falling on your back. You
give an unnaturally strong pull with your hands.
Discard 2 body cards.

You take the pistol back from the floor as you massage your fingers. You
let go of the man’s jaw. His teeth were so sharp, you even started bleed‐
ing. You retrace your steps back to the main lobby. �K17

K25
You open the door in front of you.
Your eyes immediately meet the face of a second person. Again, no linea‐
ments run on it. No eyes to stare at, no expression to read. A puppet.
kill.
There is no need to repeat it to you. You grasp the tie hanging from the
neck of the creature and pull its body toward you with a hard yank.
Draw a card from the Resolve Deck.
If it is a Black card, or a Joker, �K43
Otherwise, �K11

K27
Giving your foes room for maneuver is not part of your style. Just the
length of a step now keeps you apart. Jab, hook, jab, hook.
All your energy flows in just one movement of your torso. The satisfying
feeling of knuckles smashing the chin of the “person” pervades you, as he

crumbles to the ground, hurting his head against the floor. He stops
squirming in just a few seconds. Finally, silence.
Discard 1 body card.
go.
You agree, enjoying the silence that permeates these rooms after you
managed to shut down all this pointless, annoying buzz. �K8

K28
The knob of this door clicks with a simple twist. You turn your head to‐
wards the desk in the hall. The body of the woman is still visible on the
ground. You cross the threshold and let the door slip slowly behind you.
Closing it completely would mean making additional noise, so you de‐
cide not to completely shut it.
In front of you, a hallway shows a total of four doors. You get close to the
first one, and stop just before going beyond it. You hear voices, and the
noise of a vending machine. It must be a sort of recreation room for em‐
ployees.
Overhear the conversation. �K71

K30
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If its suit is Spades, or if it is a Joker, �K13
If it’s a Red card, �K3
If its suit is Clubs, �K85

K31
The shot fired by the revolver is strong enough to kill your target in a sin‐
gle hit. You see a myriad of flies and spiders come out of his disfigured
head, just like a river. You feel a sense of loathing, enough to make you
lose your focus. The second “man” blocks you.
Air is pulled out of your chest violently. The disgust you feel is now even
deeper, if possible. A strong punch reaches your temple. A second and a
third hit follow. At the fourth one, your foe’s luck has ended. You wreak
the metal of the gun on his face, stunning him for good. A sprint of your
hand, and now you are holding the revolver from the cane. You hit your
foe’s forehead with the gun’s end. Now, he’s lying still, and you get rid of
his weight by pushing him away with your leg.
Discard 2 cards from the body deck.
The whispers bring you back to conscience, after some minute you spent
mauling the body. You get yourself back together, and make your way to
the Sanitarium lobby. �K7

K32
space. mind. here. elsewhere.
You explore the room, turning around frantically. No one’s there. All is
quiet. You are more confused than ever.
Choose what you want to say
<<What do you want?>> �K103
<<Who are you?>> �K54

K34
You see tons of equipment here: uniforms, amphibian boots, torchlights,
nightsticks. Most of this stuff must still be valid, if someone took the
trouble of having it locked up.
You are searching for something specific. And a smile pops on your face,
as soon as you find it: a metal glow in one of the closets.
Impatient, you turn the guards’ key in the hole, cross the threshold and
hold your hand toward the closet.
weapon. take.
Pick the weapon
Firmly holding the sound wood handle, you trigger the cylinder and close
it. As you hold the huge Smith & Wesson revolver, you realize you know
how to use it… but why? Have you been trained in the past?

irrelevant.
Right. It doesn’t matter. You start rummaging through the ammunition
boxes, in search for bullets that can fit this gun. You find 3, on the bot‐
tom of a box that says “.44 Magnum”. You let the ammunition slip in the
revolver cylinder, one after another. You close it again and ease the ham‐
mer. It’s now ready to fire. You only need the master key for Palmer.
You go back. �K98

K35
You stop suddenly as soon as you exit the small storage room. The two
“people” must have followed you. They must have heard the door open‐
ing. They try to speak to you; words you don’t want to hear, annoying
words.
kill.
How long have you been waiting for this? You raise the gun and pull the
hammer. You breathe in and hold your breath.
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If its suit is Spades, or if it is a Joker, �K39
If it’s a Red card, �K110
If its suit is Clubs, �K19

K36
The flash from the exploding shot makes you blink unexpectedly. A sec‐
ond bullet ends up ricocheting on a wall. You let yourself get overrun
with anger. To hell with this. �K109

K37
You open the desk drawer. The wood is valuable; it must be an expensive
piece of furniture. Inside it, you see the bullet box, open. Unfortunately,
it looks like all the bullets were already inside the cylinder, and two of
them are gone for good. Beside the box, a whisky bottle, and from a very
good brand, for that matter.
You move the hand to rummage the bottom of the drawer. Almost in‐
stantly, you move something that produces a metallic sound, a jingle. Ex‐
actly what you were looking for. You grab the set of keys by the ring and
head to the room door.
You retrace your steps until the main lobby. Going downstairs, the recep‐
tionist appears in front of you. She’s now speaking to the phone. Her
voice is squeaky and cracked. She seems scared of something, or someone.
God knows how much it annoys you.
Put her to rest. �K41
Ignore her. �K73

K39
Your aim is deadly. With just one shot, both your foes fall to the ground,
almost instantly, before your eyes. The bullet strikes through the neck of
the first target and ends its run in the chest of the second one. You step
closer to the bodies, in order to make sure they are neutralized. No move‐
ment can be perceived from them. You make sure the gun is ready to fire
again and exit the staff area.

Again, you step through the service door. With a quick glimpse at the re‐
ception, you see the woman is now terrified. Her eyes meet something
behind you. You move towards the stairs. Your attention focuses imme‐
diately on the fat figure that was climbing down the stairs in that very
moment. An obese man, with wide set eyes.
kill.
“With pleasure”, you answer. You spend a bullet. �K5

K41
You shrug and sigh. You raise the weapon and aim to the woman. The
gun fires your shat, and it reaches the woman at her back. Her arms stop
suddenly, her knees fall consequently. Pushed by the impact, you see her
kneel over the pile of papers before her. The telephone receiver slips
through her fingers, and ends up hanging at a few inches from the floor.
Spend one bullet.
Again, to the staircase, and then through the same doors you learned to
know. You walk on the same grit floor on which a series of faceless people
now lie.
You only stop after you reach your destination. Jack Palmer’s room. You
start trying the keys, one by one. �K67

K43
Taken aback, the man stumbles after your yank. His ankles fall under the
weight of his body, his knees meet the ground disastrously.
Without even a moment to fight back, you pull him toward you. You
place his head on the wall fixtures, and slam the door on it. One hit, two,
three. Blood stains the wood, and you see the door edge become
smoother from all the times you hit his cranium on it.
You let your fury consume the faceless, lifeless body of the individual
who now lies at your feet.
Discard 1 card from the physical integrity deck.
go.
You jump off the corpse, without a trace of remorse, and adventure
deeper into the corridor. �K2

K44
You’re taken by surprise. You moved in the wrong direction, stepping in
the bullet’s trajectory yourself. Instead of falling on the ground in pain,
however, you almost don’t feel a thing. You bring your hand to your left
ear. It was blown off.
Discard 4 cards from the body deck.

kill.
For the first time, you don’t even make out what the voice is telling you.
You’re already reaching for the stink fish man, vaulting over his desk. As
you do this, you gran his fountain pen. You mercilessly stab him.
enough.
You ignore the Voice and keep ramming the pen on his now unrecogniz‐
able face. You want to erase his features for good.
enough.
Your arm petrifies all of a sudden. You leave the pen go immediately af‐
ter. You’ve let yourself go too much even for the Voice that guides you.
You have to wait a few minutes to cool off your anger before you can
manage to think straight again. You look around, focusing on what to do
next. �K48

K46
Firmly holding the sound wood handle, you trigger the cylinder and close
it. As you hold the huge Smith & Wesson revolver, you realize you know
how to use it… but why? Have you been trained in the past?
irrelevant.

Right. It doesn’t matter. You start rummaging through the ammunition
boxes, in search for bullets that can fit this gun. You find 3, on the bot‐
tom of a box that says “.44 Magnum”. You let the ammunition slip in the
revolver cylinder, one after another. You close it again and ease the ham‐
mer. It’s now ready to fire. You only need the master key for Palmer.
Back to the lobby. �K74

K47
His body falls to the ground.
While terror shakes your limbs, you notice that his eyes, mouth and ears
are quickly covered by a new layer of flesh.
A flesh mannequin takes his place.

get out.
Again, a voice. You look around you, and scream.
Choose what you want to say:
<<Where are you?>> �K32
<<Who are you?>> �K94

K48
First of all, you look closely at the gun you just took from the hands of
the director. It’s a Smith & Wesson, a .44 Magnum revolver and a very
powerful one indeed. You trigger the gun’s cylinder, counting four shots
still in the chamber. You set it up for use with a swift movement of your
hands.
You stop for a second, amazed by what you just did. Now that you think
about it, your hands moved almost autonomously. Why? Were you
trained to use weapons? You were no amateur in using that gun, and
knew exactly how to open, inspect and close it.
irrelevant.
Exactly. The Voice is right: it doesn’t really matter. You ignore the lock‐
ers full of folders, indexed by letter, which probably contain shallow con‐
siderations about the local patients. The desk is almost entirely occupied
by a small television. Only now you notice that it’s turned on, even if vol‐

ume is muted. It must be a movie you never saw before. A teenage girl is
trapped in a car with a man, armed with a knife. He’s wearing a strange
white mask. “It would be much easier with one of these”, you think,
looking at your new toy.
irrelevant.
Yes. No time to waste. You open the desk drawer. �K100

K49
A piece of cake. Your arms move together. As soon as the fingers of your
right hand open the office scissors, the ones on your left hand are already
closed on the woman’s lips. You keep her firmly on her chair. Every at‐
tempt to squirm is useless.
You wield the scissors just like you were holding a knife, and sink their tip
directly in her neck. They are not very sharp though, so it takes more
than one yank to make them pierce deep. Her moans, already damped by
your left hand, decrease in intensity until they cease entirely.
You let the receptionist’s body slip to the ground, and only at this point
you notice the massive amount of blood that poured onto the ground.
You kick the corpse and hide it under the desk; once you’re done, you
throw the bloodstained scissors on it.
And now, you turn to the two paths you identified before. �K77

K54
friend. master. king.
There is no one else in the room. No speakers are there. And the voice
doesn’t seem to come from any particular direction.
Your confusion grows more and more. Again, you ask a question.
<<What do you want?>> �K103

K55
You walk past the director’s corpse. He looks much better now that his
facial features are unrecognizable. The sensation of warmth caused by
your bare feet meeting the freshly spilled blood is priceless.
The office around you seems to belong (belonged, now) to a very wealthy
white collar. You couldn’t care less about the lockers full of folders, in‐
dexed by letter, which probably contain shallow considerations about the
local patients. The desk is almost entirely occupied by a small television.
Only now you notice that it’s turned on, even if volume is muted. It
must be a movie you never saw before. A young man stabs a woman with
a knife and gets out of her home. What a dumb thing, you think, as you
look away.
You open the first drawer. What an unexpected find: the fat man was
hiding a gun of his own. Inside it, you find two bullets of the same caliber
as the gun you have with you. Beside the revolver, a set of keys. You pick
it up.

Palmer. Jack. kill.
You nod, and retrace your steps toward the detention area you woke up
in. �K67

K56
You follow the voice’s order and try to dodge the imminent shot, but you
aren’t fast enough to get out of the bullet’s path. You got a direct hit. At
your surprise, however, you still stand up. You open your eyes slowly to
look at your shoulder. Although you can clearly see the entry wound,
you feel no pain at all. Even the huge exit hole leaves you numb.
Discard 6 body cards.
The director stares at you, appalled, and in a state of evident shock. You
rush against you, and this time, you manage to grasp the gun from his
hands. Bringing a decent amount of strength, you turn the cane and
point it toward the director himself. You apply pressure on his fingers,
and the gun fires.
His face, not very dissimilar from the one you would see on a dead fish, is
deprived of every emotion. His brain and blood are scattered on the wall
and stain all the degrees hanging on it.
You move the injured shoulder. It works perfectly. As strange as it is, it’s
good, since it doesn’t distract you from your mission. Continuing with
your stretching, you examine the room you are now in. �K48

K57
The voices, oddly muffled and distant, are having a conversation on
bland topics. They already have bored you out your mind. You clench
your fist and prepare to strike. As you turn your body and try to break in
the room, a strange thing happens: your body doesn’t respond.
wait.
You get in control of your muscles only when you decide to lean against
the wall again. You start overhearing those people again.
The voices keep on resonating in your head. You are at the end of your
rope. You can’t stand them. God, how great would it be to shout their
mouth for good.
A sudden scream breaks through your head.
go.
You act.
Get past the door, trying not to be seen. �K96
Get in the room and attack the people. �K101

K58
Your hand snaps towards the blade of a scalpel. You grasp it quickly and
you hold it firmly. You get closer to the clawed man, studying his every
movement.
His legs are frozen in fear. He doesn’t really look confident.
You push your luck with a faint, and, in response, his clawed nails snap
down. You counterattack.
You tip the blade. Your fist clashes with the face of the man in front of
you. He’s not fast enough to stop you: you stick the subtle steel knife in
his eye. Your free hand sprints and blocks his claws. You take over and
finish your job. After the tenth stab, the corpse below you stops moving.
�K47

K59
The gun fires, and that is enough to let you understand it’s clearly not
owned by an expert shooter. A mere sidestep was enough to force the fat
man miss his shot. You rush against him, climbing over the desk and
throwing all the knick knacks on it to the floor. Once you wrested the
gun from his hands, you knock him off with a strong punch to the stom‐
ach.
You silence his mouth with a hand; the other one pulls the cane against
his chest. His moans lower in intensity; the sorry bastard must be think‐
ing you are merely threatening him. You pull the trigger. Missing his
heart was impossible. The lead crosses the suit, the shirt and the bones.
The wall behind the director’s back is now full of blood.

You make the fat man slip down, breathing heavily. You can finally in‐
spect the room now. �K48

K60
You sprint and strike with a jab directed to the “person” before you, who
falls unconscious to the ground. Unexpectedly, you feel a sensation of
pain on your head: a blow from the second guard, inflicted with a police
blackjack. You don’t move an inch. Your sight goes up again, full of ha‐
tred, outrage. You spit a blood clot and throw yourself against him. Your
conscience slips.
Discard 3 body cards.
go.
A couple of minutes later, the whisper brings you back to reality. You
end the volley of hatred that mangled the corpse of the second guard, and
you let the blackjack slip. You are pretty much sure you broke half of his
bones, at least. You spit on his disfigured cranium and leave. �K8

K61
You move through the penumbra outside the room. Barefoot, with just
your patients’ clothing, you make almost no sound. With a quick glance
at the room, you see two other people. Like the other ones, their face is
empty. One of the two holds a pot full of a reddish fluid that looks suspi‐
ciously like blood. A considerable part of its content has been spilled over
the leg of the other person, and his flesh melts under the fluid just like the
wax of a lit candle.

One of the three remaining doors is made of metal bars, just like a cell
door.
The key you collected from the first guard clicks in the keyhole. The door
hinges squeak feebly as you open it. You find yourself in a security stor‐
age room.
Inspect the room. �K99

K62
You find what you needed almost immediately. A small window, ob‐
scured by greyish blinds, shows a series of black, faded letters that read
“Francis Jones – Director”. You push the hand knob carelessly and enter
the office. A seriously obese man is there. At your sight, a shade of terror
obscures his face, and he throws himself toward the drawers of his desk.
You try to rush in, but before you can get closer enough to him, a metal
cane is pointed at you.
dodge. kill.
�K4

K63
You silently approach the woman. You find her busy with reading a fash‐
ion magazine. It’s almost too easy, you think, just like you were trying to
speak with the Voice.
As you close in on her, you notice she lowers her magazine more and
more, almost as if she heard your steps. But just a moment later, she
shrugs, careless in her tranquility, as she starts reading again. You swiftly
focus your sight on her desk, untidy and full of stationery.
Two items in particular would really work for you.
Slaughter her with a pair of scissors. �K49
Assault her with the phone. �K75

K66
You shake your head. Did this person speak to you without moving his
lips?
You massage your forehead as you stand up.
You see him shaking in front of you.
No one is there, except for you two, and the door is shut.
You feel a shooting pain, like a scorching pin penetrating your brain.
obey. kill.

You focus your sight. The arm of the man in front of you slowly moves
toward a table. What’s that on his arm? What’s he doing? You suddenly
widen your eyes. That man’s hand is full of gangrene. Claws, sharp and
pointed, replaced his nails.
You frantically look around you, in search of a weapon to defend your‐
self. You see a small surgery ray with some items on it.
kill.
If you want to grab the saw, �K68
If you want to grab the syringe, �K88
If you want to grab the scalpel, �K58

K67
The hinges are heavily rusted. You move the door with your shoulder,
making your way into the room. Something cracks under your steps. The
walls are completely covered with black encrustations. The window on
the other side of the room projects the silhouette of a man on the floor.
Jack Palmer is staring at the window, giving you his back.
You pull the hammer back and prepare a bullet. A dead silence takes over
the room. You raise your weapon, pointing the cane at the back of his
head.
kill. now.
The old man turns to you, just like he could listen to the whisper. The
other prisoners in the entire area join each other in a desperate cry. His
insect eyes stare into yours. You pull the trigger.
You spend a bullet.
END OF DEMO

K68
You are disoriented, scared and armed.
A lethal combination.
You grab the huge surgical saw, and you pounce against the man in the
room. His clawed hand snaps towards you, in a predictable movement.
You block it with your forearm and take advantage of your hold to im‐
mobilize the enemy. You feel a grunt of pain: time to take offense.
Your improvised weapon falls violently on the neck of your foe, causing a
deep cut. Your assault is merciless. You keep moving the saw back and
forth, under the incessant cries of the clawed man. Only after you’re
through his neck, you finally let him go. �K47

K70
You sprint and strike with a jab directed to the “person” before you, who
falls unconscious to the ground. Unexpectedly, you feel a sensation of
pain on your head: a blow from the second guard, inflicted with a police
blackjack. You don’t move an inch. Your sight goes up again, full of ha‐
tred, outrage. You spit a blood clot and throw yourself against him. Your
conscience slips.
Discard 3 body cards.
go.

A couple of minutes later, the whisper brings you back to reality. You
end the volley of hatred that mangled the corpse of the second guard, and
you let the blackjack slip. You are pretty much sure you broke half of his
bones, at least. You spit on his disfigured cranium and leave. �K87

K71
The voices, oddly muffled and distant, are having a conversation on
bland topics. They already have bored you as hell. You clench your fist
and prepare to strike. As you turn your body and try to break in the
room, a strange thing happens: your body doesn’t respond.
wait.
Your get in control of your muscles only when you decide to get close to
the wall again. You start overhearing those people again.
The voices keep on resonating in your head. You are at the end of your
rope. You can’t stand them. God, how great would it be to shout their
mouth forever. Nobody should speak in front of you.
A sudden scream breaks through your head.
go.
You act.

You get past the door, trying not to be seen. �K61
Get in the room and attack the people. �K104

K73
She’s really unbearable, but for some reason, you decide that using even a
bullet to shut her up is short-sighted to say the least. But she probably
glimpsed you, judging from how strangely she is squawking. But you
don’t care.
Again, to the staircase, and then through the same doors you learned to
know. You walk on the same grit floor on which a series of faceless people
now lie.
You only stop after you reach your destination. Jack Palmer’s room. You
start trying the keys, one by one. �K67

K74
You don’t care to take a second look to the corpses as you exit the staff
area. Nor you do care of looking at the desk. What you really care for is
finding a master key. You climb the stairs, until you reach a hall where a
series of marble busts is showcased.
A small sign on the wall guides you toward your direction. You see the
door you were looking for. On the glass, small black letters write the
name of the director. You suppose it’s the scary man who looks at you af‐
ter he got out of his office.

He doesn’t look very good. He’s an obese man, with distant, ludicrous
eyes. His neck, wide and fat, shows more than one crack. He sort of looks
like a big, fat fish.
kill.
You shrug, ignoring his frightened moans. Though, he’s too far away for
you to reach. What’s more is that the coward has already started running
away from you. You can only spend a bullet. �K55

K75
You decided to go for a more violent approach, and sneak slowly right
beside the desk. In a split second, you grab the phone, with a yank strong
enough to pull nearly all the connection cable toward you. The cable is
long enough to allow you to beat the receptionist.
You ignore her terrified expression, and the moan of her cracked voice, as
you lift your improvised weapon above her. You even ignore the hand
that is now tightened on your arm. You wreak the telephone several times
on her head, disguising every noise with the metallic, dull ringing of the
device. Luckily for you, the hall is empty, and no one is there to hear the
blows which resonate in the room.
You kick the corpse and hide it under the desk; once you’re done, you
throw the phone on it, leaving the disconnected receiver reproduce the
busy signal sound.
And now, you turn to the two paths you identified before. �K77

K77
A glimpse at your right hand, and you notice it’s all covered in blood.
You rub it on your patient’s dress, almost without thinking about it. You
ask yourself if you should look for the key upstairs, in the offices, or in
the laymen area.
Go upstairs. �K91
Enter the service door. �K12

K79
The flash from the exploding shot makes you blink unexpectedly. A sec‐
ond bullet ends up ricocheting on a wall. You let yourself get overrun
with anger. To hell with this. �K24

K81
You follow the voice’s order and try to dodge the imminent shot, but you
aren’t fast enough to get out of the bullet’s path. You got a direct hit. At
your surprise, however, you still stand up. You open your eyes slowly to
look at your shoulder. Although you can clearly see the entry wound,
you feel no pain at all. Even the huge exit hole leaves you numb.
Discard 6 body cards.
The director stares at you, appalled, and in a state of evident shock. You
rush against him, and this time, you manage to grasp the gun from his

hands. Bringing a decent amount of strength, you turn the cane and
point it toward the director himself. You apply pressure on his fingers,
and the gun fires.
His face, not very dissimilar from the one you would see on a dead fish, is
deprived of every emotion. His brain and blood are scattered on the wall
and stain all the degrees hanging on it.
You move the injured shoulder. It works perfectly. As strange as it is, it’s
good, since it doesn’t distract you from your mission. Continuing with
your stretching, you examine the room you are now in. �K82

K82
First of all, you look closely at the gun you just took from the hands of
the director. It’s a Smith & Wesson, a .44 Magnum revolver and a very
powerful one indeed. You trigger the gun’s cylinder, counting four shots
still in the chamber. You set it up for use with a swift movement of your
hands.
You stop for a second, amazed by what you just did. Now that you think
about it, your hands moved almost autonomously. Why? Were you
trained to use weapons? You were no freshmen in using that gun, and
knew exactly how to open, inspect and close it.
irrelevant.
Exactly. The Voice is right: it doesn’t really matter. You ignore the lock‐
ers full of folders, indexed by letter, which probably contain shallow con‐
siderations about the local patients. The desk is almost entirely occupied

by a small television. Only now you notice that it’s turned on, even if vol‐
ume is muted. It must be a movie you never saw before. A young man
stabs a woman with a knife and gets out of her home. You don’t under‐
stand quite well.
irrelevant.
Yes. No time to waste. You open the desk drawer. �K37

K83
You find what you needed almost immediately. A small window, ob‐
scured by greyish blinds, shows a series of black, faded letters that read
“Francis Jones – Director”. You push the hand knob carelessly and enter
the office. A seriously obese man is there. At your sight, a shade of terror
obscures his face, and he throws himself toward the drawers of his desk.
You try to rush in, but before you can get closer enough to him, a metal
cane is pointed at you.
dodge. kill.
�K14

K85
You lose control of your arm just before pulling the trigger. You do not
understand. Why couldn’t you take aim? You feel pervaded by worries
and frustration.

fight.
You gnaw your teeth with anger as the two men move towards you. You
have no intention of letting them leave here alive.
Choose:
Fire again (Spend a bullet). �K108
Assault them. �K109

K87
Massaging your knuckles, still reddened for the fight, you get to the end
of the hallway. Immediately, your attention goes to one of the doors,
which is very different from the other two. It’s made of steel bars instead
of wood, just like a prison door. You see tons of equipment here: uni‐
forms, amphibian boots, torchlights, nightsticks. Most of this stuff must
still be valid, if someone took the trouble of having it locked up.
You are searching for something specific. And a smile pops on your face,
as soon as you find it: a metal glow in one of the closets.
Impatient, you turn the guards’ key in the hole, cross the threshold and
hold your hand toward the closet.
weapon. take.
Pick up the weapon. �K46

K88
You grab the syringe. You already know what to do.
You throw the sharp part of it toward the clawed man. His arms leap up‐
ward in protection, exposing their owner to your next attack. You firmly
hold his arm and kick his shinbone violently. Distracted and surprised,
your foe loses his balance. Once fallen, he is harmless.
You give him no quarter, pressing your foot on his neck first, and then
kicking his head repeatedly. You only stop when a series of creaks suggest
you smashed his neck bone for sure. �K47

K89
Draw a Resolve card.
If its suits is Spades, or if it is a Joker, �K39
If it’s a Red card, �K110
If its suits is Clubs, �K79

K91
You decide to explore the upper floor. If you really are in a sanitarium,
the offices should be there, and hopefully the keys you are looking for,
too. You climb the stairs. The upper floor is much better adorned than
the medical areas. The stairs lead you to a landing where several marble
busts are displayed. You can’t tell who they are, however.

Some small metal plates distinguish the three corridors that start from
this room. “Archive”, “Interview Area”… “Direction”.
You ignore the first two ones and decide to dwell into the last one.
�K62

K93
You think quickly, tirelessly. There must be someone holding a master
key, somewhere in this place. You come back to the body of the guard
you got rid of just a few moments ago, to search him. In effect, you find a
key.
Just by looking at it, you understand there is no chance it’s the key that
will open the door to Jack Palmer’s room. It’s too big for that keyhole.
But it proves useful to leave the area you woke up in.
You find little resistance in the next area and leave a trace of dead or un‐
conscious “people” behind you. The cadaverous white of the walls is
tainted with red stains here and there. You almost fail to acknowledge the
“people” who lash out to you.
You get through a door and find yourself in a claustrophobic atrium. On
your right, a wide flight of stairs goes up. Behind it, a service door. The
sign on it prohibits access to unauthorized personnel.
Past behind the stairs, you see a sort of cabin past behind a glass screen. A
metal board says “Arkham Sanitarium – Reception”.

There is a woman sitting at the desk, and she doesn’t seem to have no‐
ticed you at all.
Kill the receptionist. �K63
Go upstars. �K9
Enter the service door. �K28

K94
friend. master. king.
There is no one else in the room. No speakers are there. And the voice
doesn’t seem to come from any particular direction.
Your confusion grows more and more. Again, you ask a question.
<<What do you want?>> �K103

K96
You move through the penumbra outside the room. Barefoot, with just
your patients’ clothing, you make almost no sound. With a quick glance
at the room, you see two other people. Like the other ones, their face is
empty. One of the two holds a pot full of a reddish fluid that looks suspi‐
ciously like blood. A considerable part of its content has been spilled over

the leg of the other person, and his flesh melts under the fluid just like the
wax of a lit candle.
One of the three remaining doors is made of metal bars, just like a cell
door.
The key you collected from the first guard clicks in the keyhole. The door
hinges squeak feebly as you open it. You find yourself in a security stor‐
age room.
Inspect the room. �K34

K97
Giving your foes room for maneuver is not part of your style. Just the
length of a step now keeps you apart. Jab, hook, jab, hook.
All your energy flows in just one movement of your torso. The satisfying
feeling of knuckles smashing the chin of the “person” pervades you, as he
crumbles to the ground, hurting his head against the floor. He stops
squirming in just a few seconds. Finally, silence.
Discard 1 body card.
go.
You agree, enjoying the silence that permeates these rooms after you
managed to shut down all this pointless, annoying buzzing. �K87

K98
You stop suddenly as soon as you exit the small storage room. The two
“people” must have followed you. They must have heard the door open‐
ing. They try to speak to you; words you don’t want to hear, annoying
words.
kill.
How long have you been waiting for this? You raise the gun and pull the
hammer. You breathe in and hold your breath. �K30

K99
You see tons of equipment here: uniforms, amphibian boots, torchlights,
nightsticks. Most of this stuff must still be valid, if someone took the
trouble of having it locked up.
You are searching for something specific. And a smile pops on your face,
as soon as you find it: a metal glow in one of the closets.
Impatient, you turn the guards’ key in the hole, cross the threshold and
hold your hand toward the closet.
weapon. take.
Pick the weapon

Firmly holding the sound wood handle, you trigger the cylinder and close
it. As you hold the huge Smith & Wesson revolver, you realize you know
how to use it… but why? Have you been trained in the past?
irrelevant.
Right. It doesn’t matter. You start rummaging through the ammunition
boxes, in search for bullets that can fit this gun. You find 3, on the bot‐
tom of a box that says “.44 Magnum”. You let the ammunition slip in the
revolver cylinder, one after another. You close it again and ease the ham‐
mer. It’s now ready to fire. You only need the master key for Palmer.
You go back. �K35

K100
You open the desk drawer. The wood is valuable; it must be an expensive
piece of furniture. Inside it, you see the bullet box, open. Unfortunately,
it looks like all the bullets were already inside the cylinder, and two of
them are gone for good. Beside the box, a whisky bottle, and from a very
good brand, for that matter.
You move the hand to rummage the bottom of the drawer. Almost in‐
stantly, you move something that produces a metallic sound, a jingle. Ex‐
actly what you were looking for. You grab the set of keys by the ring and
head to the room door.
You retrace your steps until the main lobby. The only people you meet
along your journey are lying on the ground, lifeless. You only stop when
you reach the room of Jack Palmer.

You try all the keys, one after another. �K67

K101
You walk your steps relentlessly toward the two sanitarium guards, taken
aback. They keep talking, and you really find it annoying. You give the
coffee pot a sudden hit, and its scalding content is reversed on the “per‐
son” holding it. His skin and flesh melt before your eyes, until his eye
sockets emerge slightly. Only now you realize the fluid inside the pot has
a reddish color, close to crimson.
Then, you persist on your enemy, who is still miraculously standing up.
A jab to his face, and blood spills from his mouth. Your forearm is now
even more stained with blood, and your enemy falls to the ground,
knocked off. You face the other one.
Spreading your legs, you raise your guard.
Discard 1 body card.
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If it’s a Black card, �K27
If it’s a Red card, �K60

K103
Palmer. Jack. kill.
These three words resonate through your head.
You try to clear your mind, but you can’t remember.
Who am I? Where am I from? Where am I?
These questions torment your mind. You try to recall any possible useful
memory, but everything before your awakening in the room is too hazy.
A headache shakes your brain with increasing intensity each time you try
to remember.
get out.
The same voice that warned you and guided your handYou nod, letting a certain bond of trust toward it. You get closer to the
door, and answer.
<<I’ll do as you say. Guide me.>>

You open the door to leave. �K25

K104
You couldn’t have waited another second. You break in the room, care‐
less about being seen or not. Before you, two people. One of them is
holding a pot of boiling blood, while the other is bent over himself. You
can clearly see that the leg of the latter one is melting, just like a candle
that has been lit for too much.
You crackle your knuckles and neck. You had enough of their pointless
talking. Time to shut them up for good.
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If it’s a Black card, �K97
If it’s a Red card, �K70

K105
Firmly holding the sound wood handle, you trigger the cylinder and close
it. As you hold the huge Smith & Wesson revolver, you realize you know
how to use it… but why? Have you been trained in the past?
irrelevant.
Right. It doesn’t matter. You start rummaging through the ammunition
boxes, in search for bullets that can fit this gun. You find 3, on the bot‐
tom of a box that says “.44 Magnum”. You let the ammunition slip in the

revolver cylinder, one after another. You close it again and ease the ham‐
mer. It’s now ready to fire. You only need the master key for Palmer.
Back to the lobby. �K3

K106
You’re taken by surprise. You moved in the wrond direction, stepping in
the bullet’s trajectory yourself. Instead of falling on the ground in pain,
however, you almost don’t feel a thing. You bring your hand to your left
ear. It was blown off.
Discard 4 cards from the body deck.
kill.
For the first time, you don’t even make out what the voice is telling you.
You’re already reaching for the stink fish man, vaulting over his desk. As
you do this, you gran his fountain pen. You mercilessly stab him.
enough.
You ignore the Voice and keep ramming the pen on his now unrecogniz‐
able face. You want to erase his features for good.
basta.
Your arm petrifies all of a sudden. You leave the pen go immediately af‐
ter. You’ve let yourself go too much even for the Voice that guides you.
You have to wait a few minutes to cool off your anger before you can

manage to think straight again. You look around, focusing on what to do
next. �K82

K108
Draw a card from the Resolve deck.
If its suit is Spades, or if it is a Joker, �K13
If it’s a Red card, �K31
If its suit is Clubs, �K36

K109
You wait for the two bastards to swing first. One of them eventually
does. You don’t even give him time to raise his fist. A violent kick hits his
stomach, blocking his assault. While he’s bent over for the pain, you hit
his temple with the pistol grip, letting him hit the ground on your left.
The second aggressor kicks your hand, disarming you of the pistol. A
pity: he’s in for a world of pain now. Before being hit, you grab his face‐
less head with your hands. You let your nails sink in his flesh, where the
mouth should be. You’re pushed off balance, falling on your back. You
give an unnaturally strong pull with your hands.
Discard 2 body cards.

You take the pistol back from the floor as you massage your fingers. You
let go of the man’s jaw. His teeth were so sharp, you even started bleed‐
ing. You retrace your steps back to the main lobby. �K21

K110
The shot fired by your revolver is powerful enough to kill its target in one
hit. You see a myriad of spiders and flies spill out of his disfigured head
like a river. A sight disgusting enough to make you lose your focus.Il col‐
po esploso dal tuo revolver è abbastanza potente da uccidere il bersaglio
in un solo colpo. The second ‘man’ tackles you.
Your breath is squeezed out of your lungs. You’re even more disgusted
now. You receive a strong punch on your temple. A second, then a third
one. The fourth one, you manage to block. You smash the metal part of
the pistol on your opponent’s face, dazing him briefly. You wield the re‐
volver by the barrel, hitting his forehead repeatedly with the wooden
grip. You push him away with your leg.
Discard 2 body cards.
You’re brought back to conscience by the whispers, after a few minutes
spent beating on the lifeless body beneath you. You get back on track, re‐
tracing your steps to the Sanitarium lobby. �K17

